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Company: Alliance International Consulting Firm

Location: abu dhabi

Category: other-general

Highlight Your Profile by Sharing this Job Job Description: Job Position: Associate Education

Consultant Experience: 0-2 Years Job Description: The candidate will be involved in any

ongoing and future education projects. The projects will be varied in terms of the aims and

training will be provided on the job according to the project. The candidate will also be

asked to tutor students of various ages and abilities certain subjects (mainly iGCSE and A

levels). The candidae will be given adequate preparation time and will only have to teach

subjects that they are comfortable with. However, we would ask the candidate to prepare

themselves on new topics if they have free time. The candidate will be required to provide

lessons plans and reports for each student that they tutor as well as homework and feedback

when required. Candidate should have a degree in mathematics or science related subject from a

top UK University.Driving license preferred, Criminal Background Check essentialPunctual,

well spoken, patient, enthusiastic to learn, team playerNeed excellent communication skills,

especially with students of all ages and backgroundsEnglishNeed to be familiar with mathematics

and at least one science (Biology, Chemistry or Physics) to a higher level (to A level or IB

higher level equivalent). Would be preferred if they have knowledge in Economics and Business

Studies to that level also. Candidate should be willing to work hard and meet the standards and

expectations of the company, providing a service of the highest calibre. The candidate should

be keen to be involved in all current and future consultancy projects and deliver work on time. City:

abu dhabi State: United Arab Emirates PostalCode: 27982 Notice Period: 30 Days Recruiter:

Bhoomi Suthat - +91-6357 063 959 Created Date: 28-01-2020 Responsibilities: Job Position:

Associate Education Consultant Experience: 0-2 Years Job Description: The candidate will be
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involved in any ongoing and future education projects. The projects will be varied in terms

of the aims and training will be provided on the job according to the project. The candidate

will also be asked to tutor students of various ages and abilities certain subjects (mainly iGCSE

and A levels). The candidae will be given adequate preparation time and will only have to

teach subjects that they are comfortable with. However, we would ask the candidate to

prepare themselves on new topics if they have free time. The candidate will be required to

provide lessons plans and reports for each student that they tutor as well as homework and

feedback when required. Candidate should have a degree in mathematics or science related

subject from a top UK University.Driving license preferred, Criminal Background Check

essentialPunctual, well spoken, patient, enthusiastic to learn, team playerNeed excellent

communication skills, especially with students of all ages and backgroundsEnglishNeed to be

familiar with mathematics and at least one science (Biology, Chemistry or Physics) to a

higher level (to A level or IB higher level equivalent). Would be preferred if they have knowledge in

Economics and Business Studies to that level also. Candidate should be willing to work hard

and meet the standards and expectations of the company, providing a service of the

highest calibre. The candidate should be keen to be involved in all current and future consultancy

projects and deliver work on time. Salary Range: 120000-164000 INR Openings: 2 Share with all

and we care for you!Interested in finding out how Alliance can support you?Utilize the

extensive network of the finest 3.5% talentAchieve hiring speeds multiplied by 10 and enjoy

cost benefits ofup to 40%Achieving a remarkable 70% success rate from initial

candidateinterview to final selection
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